Bordeaux
7 Days

Day 1
Arrival in BORDEAUX with your motorcoach at the end of the morning.
Lunch in a restaurant
In the afternoon, Meeting with our guide and Guided visit of BORDEAUX, city of art of the 18th century and listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, by coach and on foot
You will discover the Grand Theatre, masterpiece of neo classic architecture built by Victor Louis, the Esplanade des Quinconces
with the Monument des Girondins, the Place de la Bourse, imposing square previously dedicated to Louis XV with a “miroir d’eau”
(reflecting pool), the Palais Rohan, former archbishop’s residence and now the Town Hall, the Saint Andre Cathedral with its
separate bell tower, the Tour Pey-Berland, the Pont de Pierre…
Transfer at the end of the afternoon to your 3 stars hotel in the surroundings of BORDEAUX.
Dinner and Accommodation.
Day 2
Breakfast
This morning, transfer with your coach to the city center of BORDEAUX and Visit the CITE DU VIN: Embark on an immersive, sensory
adventure to discover the cultures and civilisations of wine. In an open exhibition space occupying more than 3,000 m² with 19
different themed areas, the Permanent Tour invite you to take a voyage of discovery and enjoy a unique experience exploring the
many and varied facets of wine across time and space.
The visit to the permanent tour also includes the travel companion, a free, innovative tool available in eight languages and the
access to La Cité du Vin’s Belvedere, where you will discover a 360° view of Bordeaux whilst tasting a glass of world wine (50 ml).
Lunch and afternoon FREE AT LEISURE
Return to your hotel, Dinner and Accommodation
Day 3
Breakfast
Departure with your motorcoach to LA ROCHELLE
Meeting with our local guide and guided visit of LA ROCHELLE : stroll of 2 hours in coach and on foot to discover the history of the
old town and its monuments as well as the contemporary time rich in creation and in projects (pleasure port, university and
technology pole, fishing port…)
Lunch not included
In the afternoon, boarding for a commented sea cruise of around 2 hours with approach of FORT BOYARD.
Return to BORDEAUX, Dinner and Accommodation.
Day 4
Breakfast
Departure with your motorcoach to ST EMILION
Commented Tour of the Vineyards of ST EMILION by little train.

Then transfer to a Château GRAND CRU ST EMILION : welcome, guided visit of the cellars followed by a typical and convivial lunch in
the “Vintagers Reception Room”Example of Menu : Plate of local Charcuteries / Duck Parmentier / Cake with fruit of the season /
Tasting of the 3 wines of the property & coffee
In the afternoon, Meeting with our local guide and Guided visit by foot of Saint-Emilion's unique underground monuments. The tour
covers several centuries of history and legend from the time of the monk Emilion to the carving out of the amazing monolithic
church. You will be able to see paintings in the Chapelle de la Trinité and learn the secrets of the catacombs. Some free time at
leisure to discover the town’s superb medieval streets, buildings and monuments well preserved.
Return to BORDEAUX at the end of the afternoon
Dinner and accommodation
Day 5
Breakfast
Departure with your motorchoach for the SARLAT & the Perigord Region
Meeting with our local guide and Guided tour of the medieval city of SARLAT. City of Art and History, SARLAT, big abbey in the
Middle Ages, becomes a prosperous city from the medieval time. The embellishment of the Renaissance gives to the city its current
character.
Lunch not included
The afternoon, Discovery of the Montignac International Parietal Art Center Lascaux : From its discovery in 1940, Lascaux cave
fascinate visitors from all over the world. Today, the point is to hand over the people of today, 17 000 years old messages thanks to
technological achievement and scientific approach. Lascaux is revealing itself to you in this new setting in the international centre
for cave art : more than 8 500m of visiting space with a complete copy of Lascaux cave and six steps telling the journey of discovery,
its place in the worldwide parietal art and its impact on modern creation. Then proceed to Eyrignac and its gardens and enjoy a
guided visit in the most beautiful French-style garden in the Périgord.
Return to BORDEAUX at the end of the afternoon.
Dinner and Accommodation.

Day 6
Breakfast
Departure with your motorchoach to BAYONNE and the PAYS BASQUE Region
Stop in a Canning factory of Ham for a visit of the salting tub and the ham drying shed....followed by a tasting of products.
Continuation to BIARRITZ
Lunch not included
In the afternoon, Meeting with our local guide and Guided visit of BIARRITZ : Biarritz, whale sinners’ small village, became a luxury
sea resort at the instigation of Napoleon III and of empress Eugénie. Between the mountain and the sea, Biarritz have the wild
climate of the Basque Country, and the traditions are strongly anchored there. You will discover the Rocher de la Vierge, the Casino,
the sea front…
Return to BORDEAUX in the evening.
Dinner and Accommodation.
Day 7
Breakfast
Morning & Lunch FREE AT LEISURE
Depending on your flight departure, transfer to BORDEAUX Airport.
End of our services. HAVE A SAFE TRIP!

